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Traditional music communication forms include traditional media, discs and 
even tapes before. However,  the rise of internet brings a new possibility. Start with 
big companies such as baidu, tencent and sohu set foot on this field, music 
communication on internet grows as function trend. Nowadays, competition in music 
field enters white-hot stage, which indicates endless creation plays a key role in such 
a huge competition. Musical website can be divided into music box, music forum, fm 
mode, web music and so on. People embrace the direct information but spend much 
time on browse the web considering the fast paced life. Therefore, less is more. 
simplification will have impact on user experience improvement. 
This design is for the development prospects of the Internet music. Designing a 
website that can adapt to the Internet music market and mix all the possibilities  of 
future music. Of course, this is a great concept. This paper will present a few core 
functions of the website.  
The design of the site is an FM mode of music sites, but it’s different from that of 
ordinary FM mode. When it comes to FM mode of music sites, most people will think 
of FM 96.8, FM 92.1 and other words. FM mode means one-way push mode for 
music based one users’ preferences. But this mode still have great engagement and 
interactivity. So FM mode sites occupy vast advantage in solving the users’ choosing 
problems. For example, like "bean", "shrimp" and other FM mode music sites 
gradually step into the user's music world. They treasure innovation and focus on 
minority target users. 
This paper concentrate on planning website design, web design, JS effect of 
design, site logic design, editing website content, building the website background 
database, web site design and safety systems, gathering data, holding the relevant 
market research, and analyzing a variety of user preferences in order to customize the 
theme of the site. 
The paper expects to realize website music playing, JS effect, interactive 
characteristics, user login, song selection, the relevant security settings for the site, the 
site's back-end database, web content update, the user profile, random push other 
functions . 
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本文的结构安排如图 1-2 所示。 
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